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Possible Clustering of the Most Energetic Cosmic Rays within a Limited Space Angle Observed
by the Akeno Giant Air Shower Array
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Accumulated data of the Akeno Giant Air Shower Array (AGASA) indicate that arrival directions
of a significant fraction of extremely high energy cosmic rays (EHECR) are uniformly distributed over
the observable sky. However, three pairs of showers with angular separation of less than 2.5± within
the pair are observed among the 36 events above 40 EeV (4 3 1019 eV), corresponding to a chance
probability of 2.9% from uniform distribution. It should be noted that two pairs of them are observed
to be within 2.0± of the supergalactic plane. [S0031-9007(96)00833-2]

PACS numbers: 98.70.Sa, 95.85.Ry, 98.65.Cw
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After the discovery of very energetic cosmic ra
with energies up to 100 EeV [1,2], various accelerat
mechanisms have been proposed [3] for possible sou
in our Galaxy as well as in extragalactic objects. T
possibility of cosmic rays being of nonacceleration orig
such as decayed nucleons or gamma rays from topolog
defects, has also been discussed [4]. Observations
120 EeV cosmic ray by the Yakutsk group [5], a 3
EeV one by the Fly’s Eye detector [6], and a 200 E
one by the Akeno Giant Air Shower Array (AGASA
[7], well beyond the expected Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzm
cutoff energy [8] have enhanced the interest in stud
searching for their origin.

One of the clues to their origin can be obtained fro
correlation of their arrival directions with some astrophy
ical objects or large scale structure of galaxy distibuti
An interesting approach for this study is to search fo
possible correlation of events with the supergalactic str
ture [9]. The supergalactic plane was originally defin
by bright nearby galaxies in the northern hemisphere [1
Later it was shown that extragalactic radio sources a
concentrate towards the supergalactic plane, and this
centration extends to at leastz , 0.02 [11], based on the
MRC Catalog measured at Molonglo covering the de
nation band between 18.5± and285.0±. Stanevet al. [9]
have claimed that cosmic rays with energies greater t
40 EeV exhibit a good correlation with the direction
the supergalactic plane and the magnitude of the obse
excess iss2.5 2.8ds, in terms of Gaussian probabilities
They have used the world data available to them at
1000 0031-9007y96y77(6)y1000(4)$10.00
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time with more than half of the events observed with th
Haverah Park experiment.

On the other hand, the revised energy spectrum
AGASA [12] supports the previous result [13] which
suggests the isotropic distribution of sources in t
Universe. In this picture, recoil particles from collision
between the microwave background and extremely h
energy cosmic rays (EHECRs) emitted from relative
nearby sources should be accumulated near 40 E
Therefore it is quite important to examine the arriv
direction distribution of EHECRs above 40 EeV, wheth
they are uniform or correlate with large scale structure
nearby radio or active galaxies.

In this Letter we examine the arrival directions o
EHECRs from the new AGASA data set. In the AGASA
111 scintillation detectors of2.2 m2 area are arranged on
the surface with detector separation of approximately 1 k
over an area of about100 km2. The details of the array are
described in Chibaet al. [14]. The experiment started in
1990 and showers observed until the end of October, 19
have been included in the present analysis. The meth
of determining the primary energy and arrival directio
is described in Yoshidaet al. [13]. The error in arrival
direction determination is about 1.6±, and that in energy
determination is about630% for showers above 40 EeV.

Following the analysis procedure of Stanevet al. [9],
we have calculated the average of the absolute val
of angular distances (kjbjl) of events from the galac-
tic (G) and supergalactic (SG) planes and their rm
(brms) values:kjbGsSGdjl 

P
i jb

GsSGd
i jyN and b

GsSGd
rms 
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(SG)

30
26
83
TABLE I. Average (kjbjl) and rms (brms) angular distances (in degrees) of showers from the galactic (G) and supergalactic
planes for six energy threshold values.

.E No. of bG
RMS bSG

RMS kjbG jl kjbSG jl
(EeV) events Data MC Pu Data MC Pu Data MC Pu Data MC Pu

40 36 39.2 38.5 0.67 35.2 36.4 0.47 32.0 31.2 0.69 27.2 29.8 0.
50 20 42.6 39.0 0.81 35.3 37.0 0.44 34.3 31.3 0.79 26.3 30.1 0.
63 10 27.8 39.8 0.12 46.1 38.1 0.92 25.3 31.6 0.24 35.3 30.4 0.
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i d2ysN 2 1dg1y2. The values expected for a un

form arrival direction distribution have been determin
by assuming a uniform distribution in right ascension a
the distribution in declination observed experimental
105 Monte Carlo (MC) sets were simulated for each
three energy thresholds, 40, 50, and 63 EeV. The res
obtained from this analysis are tabulated in Table I.Pu is
the probability that a uniform arrival direction distributio
gives rise to the experimental values. The error in e
value of data in the table is almost comparable to that
to the statistical error of events in each bin and hence
certainty ofPu is dominated by this error and reaches to
comparable value toPu value itself in each energy bin.

The distributions in the galactic and supergalac
latitudes for showers with energy threshold of 40 EeV
shown in Fig. 1. The expected values for uniform arriv
direction distribution in the whole sky are represented
solid lines. These distributions reflect the zenith an
coverage by extensive air showers observed at Akeno
a zenith angle cut at 45±.

From Table I and Fig. 1, AGASA data show that th
observed arrival directions of a significant fraction
EHECRs are consistent with a uniform distribution, bo
in the galactic latitude as well as in the supergalactic l
tude. Though there seems to be a concentration of cos
rays in a band from 0± to 10± in supergalactic latitude, we
need further accumulation of data for confirmation.

In the following we examine the arrival directio
distribution of EHECR above 40 EeV in some detail. T
arrival directions of cosmic rays above 40 EeV in galac
d
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coordinates are plotted in Fig. 2. The supergalactic pla
from [9] is drawn by a dashed curve, which intersects wi
the galactic plane at galactic longitudes around 137± and
317±. It is remarkable that two pairs of showers, wit
angular separation of less than 2.5± within the pair (nearly
consistent with the measurement error

p
2 3 1.6±), are

observed within 2± of the supergalactic plane among th
20 showers of energy above 50 EeV, shown as squa
in the figure. Another pair (3rd) is observed when 1
showers with energy between 40 and 50 EeV are includ
The energies and coordinates of showers of these th
pairs are listed in Table II.

The chance probability for observing three or mor
clusters of more than 2 events within 2.5± for each cluster
from among the 36 events above 40 EeV anywhere
the observable sky has been estimated from 10 000 d
sets, which were simulated by assuming a uniform arriv
direction distribution in right ascension and the observ
declination distribution with the zenith angle cut of 45±.
The chance probability is 2.9%. If we take into accou
the probability that two pairs of them correlate with th
supergalactic plane, assuming its thickness of610±, the
chance probability is about7 3 1023. If we consider two
pairs among 20 showers with energies above 50 EeV,
probability is 1.7%, and if we take into account them bein
within 610± from the supergalactic plane, it is6 3 1024.

As shown in Table I, the present results onkjbSGjl
and bSG

rms do not show any significant deviation from the
expectations for uniform distribution in arrival directions
This seems to be inconsistent with the results of Stanevet
ove 40
FIG. 1. Galactic (left) and supergalactic (right) latitude distributions of arrival directions of cosmic rays of energies ab
EeV. Solid lines are expected values for a uniform arrival direction distribution.
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FIG. 2. Arrival direction distribution of 36 cosmic rays abov
40 EeV in galactic coordinates. Open squares repre
showers with energies above 50 EeV (20 events) and o
diamonds between 40 and 50 EeV (16 events). The das
curve shows the supergalactic plane. Sky not observed by
AGASA due to the zenith angle cut of 45± is shown as cross
hatched area.

al. [9] who have used data mainly from the Haverah P
experiment. The excess from Haverah Park data is ma
from a disk of620± of the supergalactic plane and ve
few showers have been observed at high supergala
latitudes. On the other hand, the AGASA data are spr
up to higher supergalactic latitudes as is expected fr
uniform arrival direction distribution.

It should be noted that the galactic coordinatesl, bd
of one Haverah Park event of energy 69 EeV
s134.1±, 241.0±d [15] which is within a 3.0± circle of the
highest energy event (1 in Table II) observed by AGAS
The sl, bd of the world highest energy event of Fly’s Ey
experiment is (163.4±, 9.6±) [6] and almost coincides with
our 62 EeV event (165.7±, 10.7±) within experimental
errors.

In the following we discuss the implications of th
collimated pairs observed on the supergalactic plane
at high supergalactic latitude. It is most likely that the
are natural accelerators in the directions of these pairs
the primary particles are neutral.

Though we have looked for active astrophysical obje
in the directions within a 3± circle from 1 to 3 in Table II,
both in extragalactic space and within our own Galaxy,
candidate has been found.
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In order to examine a possibility of gamma-ray primar
the ratio of muon density above 0.5 GeV [rms1000d] to
charged particle density [S(1000)] at 1000 m from th
shower axis was determined. In Table II, the experime
tal values for this ratio for the pair events are listed. W
have estimated the expected values for proton and gam
ray primaries, from simulation results obtained by Daw
son [16] using theMOCCA program (developed by A.M.
Hillas), to be 0.12 and 0.03, respectively. Though the e
perimental errors are large, the observed ratios are con
tent with the average values expected for proton primari
The experimental values are within the range of fluctu
tions around the average value observed for other show
in this energy region. Therefore there is no evidence
the primaries of pair events to be gamma rays.

Since the decay length of a neutron is about 1 Mpc at 1
EeV, neutrons after production and escape from the la
magnetic field environment around a source must tra
most of their way through intergalactic space as proton

For proton primaries, there are strong constraints
the scale, strength, and direction of the magnetic fie
in our galactic disk or halo and intergalactic space.
deflection angle difference (du0) between two events in a
pair, due to the ordered magnetic field in the space m
be less than 2.5±, after taking into account the error in
the energy determination and the deflection angle be
inversely proportional to energyE. On the other hand,
the accumulated deviation angle (ut) of protons from
their sources through turbulent magnetic fields (dB) is
approximately expressed byut ,

p
Ns ,

p
dl edByE,

where s2 is the variance of the deflection angle fo
propagation over a scale lengthl in a turbulent magnetic
field dB and EyedB is the Larmor radius. Here, in the
random walk over distanced from the source to the
observation point,N , dyl is assumed. Then,

ut , 3.6±

µ
d

50 Mpc

∂1y2µ l

1 Mpc

∂1y2

3

µ
dB

1029 G

∂ µ
E

100 EeV

∂21

.

The deviation angle is about 9±, under assumptions of
ed

TABLE II. Details for showers forming the three pairs with energies above 40 EeV.lG , bG , and bSG are galactic longitude,
galactic latitude, and supergalactic latitude (in degrees), respectively, andrms1000d and S(1000) are muon density and charg
particle density at 1000 m from the core.

No. Event No. Date Energy (EeV) lG bG bSG rms1000dySs1000d

1 akn25400-0296 93/12/03 210 131.2 241.1 0.4 0.08 6 0.04
aksd27933-6673 95/10/29 51 130.2 242.3 1.1 0.14 6 0.07

2 tkn00897-0545 92/08/01 55 143.5 56.9 2.0 No rms1000d data
tkn03588-0947 95/01/26 78 145.8 55.3 0.5 No rms1000d data

3 tkn00226-0693 91/04/20 43 77.9 18.6 57.8 No rms1000d data
akn25790-0886 94/07/06 110 77.6 21.1 57.3 0.13 6 0.05
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d  50 Mpc, l  1 Mpc, E  40 EeV, anddB  1 3

1029 G. The deflection through the galactic disk or ha
may be of a similar magnitude and is not negligible,
d and l are smaller than the above values by an ord
of 1023, whereasdB is larger by 103. Therefore, if
the primary particles are protons, significant constrain
are imposed on the scale, strength, and the direction
the magnetic field configuration and its turbulence in t
interstellar and intergalactic space to explain pair eve
with angular separation of only a few degrees.

In conclusion, the arrival direction distribution of a
significant part of EHECR above 40 EeV is uniform
over the observable sky at Akeno, in agreement w
the expectation from the interpretation of the highe
energy part of energy spectrum observed by AGAS
However, three pairs within a limited space angle
the present experimental accuracy are observed w
a chance probability of 2.9%, and two of them a
within 10.0± of the supergalactic plane correspondin
to a chance probability of 0.7%. If such a concentr
tion within a limited space angle is confirmed by fur
ther observation, the nature of the source candida
and the direction and the strength of the magnetic fie
on the path to the sources are severely constrain
Further studies with higher statistics, better arrival d
rection accuracy, and capability of gamma-ray or pr
ton primary discrimination is anticipated with the Tele
scope Array Project [17], the HiRes Project [18], an
the Pierre Auger Project [19] now under construction
development.
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